
Next generation,
real-time web filtering 

Fast, comprehensive
reporting

HTTPS
filtering

BYOD &
remote filtering

Bandwidth 
management by policy

All the tools you need to provide safe web access throughout your organisation

Centralized
Management

Providing safe, secure web access in

your workplace



Here’s why people choose 
us year after year:
We are a proactive developer. When URL lists were not 
enough to handle the rise of Web 2.0, we developed the 
market’s first real-time content analysis engine. There is 
now no substitute for on-page content analysis.

When more and more users wanted the flexibility to work 
and learn remotely, we developed a mobile filtering 
system to allow filtering policies to be applied to off-site 
devices in the same way as those in the same physical 
network.

Today, we have a market-leading feature set:

 ■ Real-time content analysis

 ■ HTTPS filtering

 ■ BYOD support across all platforms

 ■ “Who, What, When, Where” policy building

 ■ Social media controls 

 ■ Anonymous proxy detection

 ■ Forced safe search

Much more than a web filter
Effective control over web access in your organisation 
requires much more than blocking inappropriate content. 
What makes us a true web access control solution?

 ■ Comprehensive reporting

 ■ Bandwidth optimisation

 ■ VPN (SSL, IPsec, L2TP and unlimited tunnels)

 ■ P2P filesharing prevention

 ■ Layer 7 application control (DPI)

 ■ Real-time anti-malware

 ■ Central management

 ■ Delegated blocklist management (SWURL)

 ■ Software, hardware, VM or hosted

Providing secure, productive

Web Access

Visit
smoothwall.com/evaluate

for your free trial

With thousands of web pages, tweets, blog posts 
and malware attacks happening every second, you 
need Smoothwall to help you filter the web in real time. 
URL web filters will always be outdated, only our next-
generation content analysis can recognise threats to 
productivity and security as soon as they appear.

It isn’t just the content that is changing either. The 
workplace environment has changed, and rows of static 
desktop PCs are now only part of the infrastructure. 
Whether you have BYOD and guest Wi-Fi, or whether 
they’re in your future, Smoothwall gives you the flexibility 
and scalability needed to provide safe web access in 
the modern network and beyond.

Visit www.smoothwall.com today to book a web 
demo, arrange a free evaluation, or simply find out 
more about providing safe web access to your users.

The web is changing. 

Right now.

Can your web filter 

keep up?
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Providing secure, productive

Web Access

We recognise that having the best 
technology isn’t always enough — it needs 
to fit seamlessly into your environment. Our 
deployment flexibility, and scalability, makes 
us the perfect fit every time.

We have worked with customers across all sectors to 
provide straightforward options to manage web access 
— regardless of the size and diversity of your estate.

Local Device
Install an appliance at an individual location with local 
management.

Centralised
Route traffic at multiple small sites through a single 
central hub device.

Centrally Managed
Deploy policies and manage a number of remote 
installations throughout your estate from a central hub.

Hybrid Network
Combines the convenience of a central hub for small 
sites, with local devices in offices. Provides full flexibility 
over varied estates with granular cost control.

Fully Hosted
A managed service for those who do not require a 
Smoothwall appliance within their network boundary.

Proactively protecting your 
users from illegal content
The risks of unwanted web content 
extend far beyond lost productivity and 
vectors for malware. As a member of the 
Internet Watch Foundation, we receive 
constantly updated lists of criminal child 
abuse content, and ensure that it never 
reaches your users.

We urge anyone who encounters child 
sexual abuse imagery to report it at 
www.iwf.org.uk

“Smoothwall enables 
us to provide the best 
available safety for our 
web users.”

— Naveen Bhutani
Information Systems & Services 

Mitsubishi Electric



0870 1 999 500
sales@smoothwall.com

Smoothwall are exceptionally 
proud to support the Internet 
Watch Foundation. 

Report criminal content at www.iwf.org.uk/report

“SWG was the easiest to deploy, most reliable, least expensive 
and most secure solution we evaluated,  I’ve also found the 
quality of Smoothwall’s service to be excellent.”

- Steve Kavanagh
Senior Technical Analyst, Halfords plc

“Smoothwall’s consistently strong and robust performance 
enables us to create targeted web access controls in 
accordance with our ICT policies and produce effective and 
timely reports for our senior management team.”

- Derrick Llewellyn
Senior ICT Specialist, Morgan Sindall Group plc

Our flexible, powerful web security solutions allow you to safely and 
reliably provide Internet connectivity to staff, Wi-Fi guests, remote 
workers, and anyone else.

The combination of the most innovative, reliable technology and the 
most capable support engineers ensures the best experience for 
you and your users.

It’s the reason why thousands of organisations worldwide trust 
Smoothwall — and why you should too.

Visit www.smoothwall.com/evaluate 
or call 0870 1 999 500 today for your free evaluation.


